
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Let’s learn the capitalization Rules. 

 Use a capital letter for: 

1. The first word of every sentence. 

2. The pronoun “I” 

3. The names of people 

4. The names of streets, cities, provinces, states, and countries. 

5. The names of places. 

6. The names of days, months and holidays. 

7. A person’s initials. 

8. The greeting and closing of a letter. 

9. An interjection, an exclamation such as Oh! , Ouch! 

 

Activity-1  Use the capital letters where necessary in the following sentences 

 

1. mary and maggie are sister. 

2. james  has a pet dog called rover 

3. the queen lives in London. 

4. farmer joe is going to milk daisy the cow. 

5. james has two catscalled spot and fluffy 

6. david is going shopping in kandy 

7. i like to play with nimal and amal after school. 

8. my teacher said I could have a gold star. 

9. dad and i could wash the car today. 

10. my family is going to on holiday to Scotland. 

 

Activity -2   Re-write the following paragraph using the capital letters. 

 yesterday, my mom and i went to the theatre to see the movie a wrinkle in time.  i did not 

know that so many people went to the movie on a saturday.  the place was full.  for a small 

town like syracuse, it was surprising.  after the movie mom and i went to eat at denny’s.  it is 

a family restaurant where children eat for free on saturdays. today was my lucky day!  after 

dinner, we went to the bookshop and I bought a new book, the rabbit. may be. after i read it 

we can see the movie.  when i got home, i wrote in my diary: saturday march 22nd was a 

great day! 
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